Bonfire Safety DVD

Bonfire Safety DVD.
Aim:
The video is a drama based on actual incidents that have occurred in Merseyside over the Bonfire
Period. The aim is to demonstrate numerous dangers during this period and to promote areas of
concern. It also covers key safety messages and areas of best practice.
The storyline shows two separate groups of youths, one aged around 13 and the older group are
aged approximately 16.
Junior version – 3m 46s
Senior version – 5m 10s

Key Messages:













Dangers of bonfires
Dangers of aerosol canisters
Wheelie bin fires with unknown contents
Fireworks and misuse
Organised displays are safer
CCTV use – captured multiple times throughout day
Police will investigate all crimes
Attacks of Emergency and Public Service Vehicles
Delay in attendance by emergency staff
Use 999 only in an emergency – hoax calls carry severe penalties
Mischief night Anti-Social Behaviour is not allowed and is not accepted
Don’t risk injury or even death – stay safe

Additional Messages:










Older youths influencing younger persons (peer pressure)
How to contact emergency services (999)
Canisters have pressurised contents – Aerosols and pressurised canisters explode when
heated and Nitrous Oxide is oxygen deficient
Warm and bright clothing at night
Risks to public (security guard attempting to put out bin)
Emergency Services, Buses and taxis are here to help you
Burns, even small ones can scar or take a long time to heal
Some burns can kill
Lanterns with LED candles inside are much safer than tea lights
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Senior Version:
Time
from
start
00:00
00:15

Key footage event
(senior version)

Opening tiles
Footage close up of
boys burns to face.
00:43 Rewind to show how
Danny ended up in
A&E on bonfire night
00:53 Youths say bye to
Mum and set off
01:00 Sister questions why
Brother doesn’t want
to go to park to watch
fireworks
01:29 Security guard trying
to extinguish wheelie
bin in industrial
estate.
01:46 As fire appliance
arrives to extinguish
wheelie bin by
building youths light
firework

01:58 Fire appliance driver
radios for another fire
engine to attend
incident due to
windscreen being hit
by firework and now
damaged.

Storyline being promoted

Notes

Key message being promoted in Bold
Boy, aged 14, called Danny – Bonfire night Title and start of video
Boy unable to understand he is in A&E,
confused and in pain.
Nil

Youngsters informed to be careful.

Pre organised public displays are safer
and have more spectacular displays.
Sister is wearing warm and light coloured
clothing.
Dangers of wheelie bin fires, unknown
items in bin, most contain aerosol cans.
Bin fire can spread to building.

Youngsters set off to
play out on bonfire
night.
Sister wraps up well on
winter evening.

Youths watching from
fire escape and
laughing at risks taken
by security guard.
Fire work misuse is dangerous and
Damaged fireworks
illegal, used naked flame to light firework, can explode on
no gloves and held firework risking
ignition. It is illegal to
resinous danger to themselves.
set fireworks off in
public place and
misuse can lead to
arrest.
Firework attacks on emergency services
The Emergency
and public services are dangerous, can
Workers (Obstruction)
cause injury and can delay vehicles from Act 2006 makes it an
attending.
offence to obstruct or
hinder emergency
workers who are
responding to
emergency
circumstances. The
police have their own
obstruction offence in
the Police Act 1996.
Criminal damage Act
may also be enacted.
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Time Key footage event
from (senior version)
start
02:14 Fire Officer talks to
Police who have
arrived on scene.
Gives description of
youth to Police
Officers.

02:30 Youngsters discuss
stupidity of firework
attack at Emergency
vehicle
02:49 Older youths call
younger boy over to
show him the bonfire
and what happens
when an aerosol can
is put on fire.
02:54 Can explodes on
bonfire – boy caught
by blast wave

03:00 Boys friends see
explosion and return
to find friend face
down and face burnt.
03:10 Danny wakes up in
ambulance with
paramedic looking
over him
03:28 Boy arrives at A&E – 2
paramedics, 1 admin,
1 doctor, 3 nurses all
to treat him
04:00 Mum talks to son
04:15 Footage shows this
was a drama

Storyline being promoted
Key message being promoted in Bold
Police confirm to Fire Officer that
investigation will be undertaken.
Police explain CCTV in area will be
examined to see if offenders can be
identified.

Notes

CCTV is located across
Merseyside.
Individuals are
captured numerous
times in area of
incidents and can be
identified from footage
prior to or after an
event.

Don’t be pressured by older persons to
do anything you are not comfortable
with.

Younger boy has peer
pressure to make him
stay by the bonfire

Boy hit by fire from ruptured can- even
empty cans will explode in fire. Fireball
can burn and metal tin can travel many
meters.

You don’t need to be
right next to the fire
due to the fireball,
blast wave and flying
debris can travel many
meters Police and Fire Service
will also respond to
due fire and injuries.
Lots of resources tied
up at scene.
Boy suffering from lots
of pain and confusion
from explosion and
injuries.

There is no safe distance near a bonfire.
Friends use mobile phone to call 999.
They ask for ambulance.

Child confused and in pain.

Large number of medical staff to deal
with 1 patient

Boy wishes it never happened.
All events depicted happened for real in
Merseyside over the bonfire period.
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Time
from
start

Key footage event
(senior version)

04:24 Key messages
displayed on screen
04:28
04:34
04:40

Storyline being promoted
Key message being promoted in Bold
Fires and Fireworks are dangerous
Wheelie bins contain dangerous items
which can explode
Firework misuse is illegal and you risk
serious injury
Attacks against emergency and public
services carry severe penalties – you will
be caught

04:46

Aerosols and their contents can kill

04:51

After a year of operations, skin grafts,
pain and suffering, Danny was told he
was lucky.
Why would you risk serious injury – or
even death
Emergency Services are working jointly
to help you have a safe and enjoyable
bonfire period.

04:58
05:09 Partner logos of
Police Fire and
Ambulance

Notes

This includes buses and
taxis as well as
emergency services.
Mischief night is not an
acceptable time to
commit ASB
They can explode if
heated. Contents can
kill if inhaled (Nitrous
Oxide deprives body of
oxygen)
The boy didn’t feel
lucky at all. A year of
pain isn’t lucky.
Fire kills
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Junior Version:
Time
from
start
00:00
00:12

Key footage event
(junior version)
Opening tiles
Shot of Boys sister
who opens the story

00:23 Footage close up of
boys burns to face.
01:00 Audio of Sister
01:04 Rewind to show how
Danny ended up in
A&E on bonfire night
01:11 Youths say bye to
Mum and set off
01:17 Sister questions why
Brother doesn’t want
to go to park to watch
fireworks
01:37 Older youths call
younger boy over to
show him the bonfire
and what happens
when an aerosol can
is put on fire.
01:55 Can explodes on
bonfire – boy caught
by blast wave

02:00 Boys friends see
explosion and return
to find friend face
down and face burnt.
02:07 Danny wakes up in
ambulance with
paramedic looking
over him

Storyline being promoted

Notes

Key message being promoted in Bold
Boy, aged 14, called Danny – Bonfire night Title and start of video
Girl highlights her belief that no matter
what age you are firework and bonfires
are dangerous
Boy unable to understand he is in A&E,
confused and in pain.
Girl states she knows her Brother has
been burnt but doesn’t know why.
Nil

Youngsters informed to be careful.

Pre organised public displays are safer
and have more spectacular displays.
Sister is wearing warm and light coloured
clothing.
Don’t be pressured by older persons to
do anything you are not comfortable
with.

Boy hit by fire from ruptured can- even
empty cans will explode in fire. Fireball
can burn and metal tin can travel many
meters.
There is no safe distance near a bonfire.
Friends use mobile phone to call 999.
They ask for ambulance.

Child confused and in pain.

Youngsters set off to
play out on bonfire
night.
Sister wraps up well on
winter evening.

Younger boy has peer
pressure to make him
stay by the bonfire

You don’t need to be
right next to the fire
due to the fireball,
blast wave and flying
debris can travel many
meters Police and Fire Service
will also respond to
due fire and injuries.
Lots of resources tied
up at scene.
Boy suffering from lots
of pain and confusion
from explosion and
injuries.
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Time Key footage event
from (junior version)
start
02:28 Boy arrives at A&E – 2
paramedics, 1 admin,
1 doctor, 3 nurses all
to treat him
02:58 Mum talks to son
03:17 Footage shows this
was a drama
03:21 Key messages spoken
by Sister
03:25 Image of ruptured
aerosol can and burnt
wood
03:30 Image of burnt boy
03:40 Image of Sister talking

Storyline being promoted

Notes

Key message being promoted in Bold
Large number of medical staff to deal
with 1 patient

Boy wishes it never happened.
All events depicted happened for real in
Merseyside over the bonfire period.
Don’t put yourself in danger
Stay safe.
Fires and Fireworks are dangerous.

Why would you risk serious injury – or
even death
I don’t want any other family to go
through what we’ve been through

Fire kills

03:46 Partner logos of
Police Fire and
Ambulance
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Key images from video:
Image of Actor with
special effects make up
to simulate flash burns
to face.

Image shows dummy
firework being used in
anti-social way.

Image shows Fire
Service Officer talking
to Police Officers
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Image shows aerosol
can on bonfire
rupturing and causing a
fire ball to hit nearby
boy.
Explosion and boy
falling are filmed
separately and
superimposed on top of
each other.

Image shows boy on
stretcher being taken
into A&E for treatment

Key messages are
displayed at end of
footage with still
images from video to
emphasise safety
points and dangers.
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